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Science
Introduction
Children gain knowledge about the world around them in part from observation and
experience. To understand magnetism, insect life cycles or human body systems, children
need opportunities to observe and experiment. In the words of the Association for
Science Education, science education is important for ‘the development of children’s
natural curiosity; appreciation of the importance of science for understanding the world;
and active participation in the acquisition of scientific knowledge, understanding, skills
and language’.1
While experience counts for much, book learning is also important, for it helps bring
coherence and order to a child’s scientific knowledge. Only when topics are presented
systematically and clearly can children make steady and secure progress in their scientific
learning. The child’s development of scientific knowledge and understanding is in some
ways a very complex process, different for each child. But a systematic approach to the
exploration of science, one that combines experience with book learning, can help provide
essential building blocks for deeper understanding at a later time. It can also provide the
kind of knowledge that one is not likely to gain from observation: consider, for example,
how people long believed that the earth stood still while the sun orbited around it, a
misconception that ‘direct experience’ presented as fact.
In this section we introduce Year 3 children to a variety of topics consistent with the
early study of science in countries that have had outstanding results in teaching science
at the primary level. Let us repeat that whilst book learning is essential, children also need
imaginative help from teachers and parents in providing opportunities for observation
and hands-on experience of the natural world.
1

Association for Science Education Primary Science Committee, 2010: ‘ASE Primary and Early Years Science Education
Vision Statement’. Available at: http://www.ase.org.uk/documents/primary-vision-statement
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What Your Year 3 Child Needs to Know

The Cycle of Life and the Seasons
The Life Cycle
Do you know the word ‘cycle’, or a word with
‘cycle’ in it? How about words like ‘bicycle’
or ‘tricycle’?
Think about a bicycle’s wheel: can you tell
where it begins or ends? You can’t really find
a beginning or end, can you? It’s a circle that
goes around and around.

We learnt about the
food chain in Year 2,
which is one type of
cycle in nature.

That’s the way it is with cycles in nature,
too. In nature, all living things are part of the
cycle of life, a process that keeps going
around and around. All living things are
born, grow and eventually die. To keep life
going, living things need to reproduce, which
means to make young like themselves.
Imagine a farmyard with lots of chickens.
A chicken lays an egg. Out of the egg hatches
This kitten looks like its mother.
a little baby chick. The chick grows up to be
a hen. The hen mates with a cockerel, then soon the hen lays an egg. Out of the egg hatches
a chick. That chick grows up and the cycle continues.
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A baby chicken grows inside an egg.
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Look at the picture of the life cycle of a chicken. Here’s an old question that no one
has ever answered: which came first, the chicken or the egg? You can’t tell. It’s a cycle –
with no beginning or end – that keeps going around and around.

The life cycle of a chicken

The cycle of life has four parts: birth, growth, reproduction and death. Let’s look at the
life cycles of some different living things.
283
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From Seed to Seed: A Plant’s Life Cycle
When you plant a seed in the ground, what
happens? With the right combination of soil,
water and temperature, the seed sprouts and
a plant starts growing. Roots grow down and
leaves grow up. The plant grows bigger, until
it is mature enough to make flowers.

We learnt about seeds
and how plants grow
in Year 1.

Flowers help the plant reproduce. How?
Often it happens like this. Part of the flower,
the anther, makes male pollen. Then the wind
blows, or maybe a bee lands on the flower
and carries the male pollen to the female part
of the flower, called the ovule. (‘Ovule’ means
‘little egg’.) When this happens, we say that
the ovule has been ‘fertilised’, and now it can
grow until it becomes a seed.
Can you see the many seeds in
If you plant that seed in the ground, what
these sunflowers?
happens? The seed sprouts, and a new plant
grows. It makes new seeds, and the plant’s life cycle goes on.
stigma

From Frog to Frog: An
Amphibian’s Life Cycle

anther
petal
ovule

Some parts
of a flower

Animals go through the same life cycle as
plants: birth, growth, reproduction, death
and everything all over again. You can see
this in the life cycle of a frog.
Imagine a little pond. At the edge of
the pond you see something floating on
the greenish-brown water. It’s a bunch of
frog eggs, called frogspawn. It looks like
little balls of almost clear jelly, all
clumped together.

If you look closely, you see a dark speck inside each little ball. The speck grows bigger
and begins to take shape. When it hatches it has a broad face and a long, flat tail.
This baby frog is called a tadpole. It lives in water, and swims around in the pond.
284
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The life cycle of a frog

As the tadpole grows, two little legs begin to sprout from the back of its body. Soon,
two more little legs begin to grow in front. At the same time, the tadpole’s body grows
bigger and its tail then shrinks. It looks more and more like a frog.
The frog grows and matures until it is ready to reproduce. A female frog lays about one
thousand eggs at a time! But not many of these eggs will hatch into tadpoles because so
many other creatures in the pond, such as fish, like to eat frog eggs. After the female frog
lays the eggs, and a male frog fertilises them, then the fertilised eggs float in the water like
a blob of little jelly balls with dark specks inside. The specks grow bigger and begin to take
shape, and the life cycle of the frog keeps on going.

The Cycle of the Seasons
You know that the life cycle has four parts: birth, growth, reproduction and death. For
many living things, the cycle of life follows the cycle of the four seasons of the year: spring,
summer, autumn and winter. For example, a sunflower seed sprouts from the ground in
the spring. The plant grows in the summer. The seeds of this adult plant ripen in the
autumn, and some of the ripe seeds fall on the ground. The plant dies in the winter. But
next spring, some of the seeds that fell on the ground sprout, and new sunflower plants
begin to grow. Just as the life cycle repeats itself, the cycle of the four seasons also happens
over and over again every year.
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Let’s look at how the lives of some plants and animals in the UK change with the
different seasons.

Spring
Aer the cold winter, nature seems to wake up and come alive.
In spring, as the earth grows warmer, the seeds of plants begin
to sprout. A sunflower seedling will become a new sunflower
plant. It sends a root down from the seed into the warm soil
and a little green shoot up into the air. Maple and oak trees
that were bare and leafless during winter begin to send sap up
to their branches to help new leaves sprout and grow. (Sap is
a sugary liquid that carries nutrients. You can eat the sap of
some maple trees – it’s where maple syrup comes from!)
In spring, many baby animals are born or become active.
Squirrels scurry about, and young badgers born during the
winter now have grown so that they can see, hear and start
A nest of cygnets
exploring outside of their badger sett. Birds that had flown
south for the winter (why do you think they went south?) now return and build nests
where they will lay their eggs. Other birds like swans also lay eggs and their babies – called
cygnets – hatch. Insect eggs that lay quietly all winter now begin to hatch. From some
eggs, out come tiny grasshoppers that feed on the just-budding leaves of the plants.

Summer
In summer, when the weather is warm and
there’s plenty of sunshine, many plants
and animals grow larger. e little
sunflower seedling grows into a mature,
adult plant and begins to make seeds.
Fruits like strawberries and vegetables like
onions grow bigger and begin to ripen.
Trees add inches to their branches.
The cygnets are growing larger
In summer, the baby animals that were
and more adventurous.
born in the spring grow bigger and
stronger. The baby birds that hatched out of their eggs in the spring grow up and learn to
find their own food, and stray further from their parents. Tadpoles grow into adult frogs.
Young insects like grasshoppers become adults.
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Autumn
In the autumn, many plants become
mature, which means fully grown. On
an apple tree, the apples grow heavy
on the branches and, if you don’t pick
them first, they fall to the ground.
These migrating greylag geese are
Acorns fall from the oak trees.
passing through the Wildfowl &
Courgettes swell and turn into huge
Wetlands Trust in Gloucestershire.
marrows. In the fields, stalks of wheat
turn brown and bend over, weighed down by plump heads of grain. On many trees, the
leaves turn from green to red, gold, yellow or brown, and then fall to the ground.
As the weather gets cooler in the autumn, many animals prepare for the coming changes.
Squirrels scurry about gathering nuts and storing them for the cold months ahead. Otters
eat as much as they can to build up extra fat, and they look for a den to protect them from
the cold. Some birds like willow warblers and greylag geese make a long journey, or migrate,
by flying south to warmer weather. In the oceans, big whales also migrate to warmer waters.
Some grey whales swim for thousands of miles to find warmer water.

Winter

Hedgehogs build special nests
and curl up in them during
their long winter sleep.

In winter, the world of living things grows
more quiet and still. Many small, green
plants have shrivelled up and died, leaving
their seeds in the ground. The seeds will sit
quietly through the winter, ready to sprout
when warm weather arrives again. Trees that
have dropped their leaves may look dead
although they’re really alive. They’re just
dormant, not actively growing but, in a way,
sleeping though the winter.

Some animals sleep through the winter, too, which is called hibernation. For example,
hedgehogs curl up into spiky balls and dormice sleep in their little nests through most of
the winter, living off fat they built up during summer and autumn. Frogs hibernate too:
they burrow into the cold mud at the bottom of a pond and wait for spring to come again.
Birds that migrated south in the autumn spend the winter resting and eating. They need
to build up their strength for the long trip back north in the spring.
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And then, as surely as the earth moves along in its orbit around the sun, spring comes
again. The weather warms up, sap rises, seeds sprout, animals wake from hibernation,
baby animals are born and the cycle of life on earth begins again.

The Water Cycle
You’ve been learning about different cycles in nature, such as the cycle of the seasons and
the life cycles of plants and animals. Well, here’s another cycle. It’s called the water cycle,
and it has a lot to do with the weather.

Water can be a liquid, a solid or a gas.
Before we talk about the water cycle, let’s remember what you learnt about water in the
Year 2 book of this series. Water can exist in three states of matter: as a solid, liquid or
gas. The water you drink is a liquid. You know what we call water when it’s a solid – ice.
When you boil water on a stove, it turns to a gas called steam or water vapour.
Water vapour is a gas in the air around you. Now, as we go on to learn about the water
cycle, keep in mind that ice, water and water vapour are all water, just in different states
of matter. Whether it’s in the form of a solid, liquid or gas, water is water.

Evaporation
Think of some places on the earth where you can
find water. Did you think of rivers, lakes and, most
of all, oceans and seas? There’s lots of water on this
planet: almost two-thirds of the surface of the earth
is covered with water!
You can try this
evaporation experiment.
288
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But every day, some of this liquid turns to gas.
Every day, as the sun shines down, some of the water
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evaporates: it turns into water vapour and mixes with the air. Do you recognise the word
‘vapour’ inside that big word ‘evaporation’?
Here’s a question to think about: where do you think most of the water vapour in the
air comes from? Hint: where is most of the water on the earth? That’s right, the oceans
and seas.
There’s water vapour in the air around you. Try this. Put a few centimetres of water
in a glass. With a piece of tape or a washable marker, mark a line where the water comes
up to. Then put the glass where it won’t be disturbed. Every day come back and check
how much water is in the glass. What has happened to the water? It has evaporated. It has
turned into water vapour and become part of the air around you. Maybe you’re breathing
it in right now!
At different times, there are different amounts of water vapour in the air. When we
talk about the amount of water vapour in the air, we talk about humidity. A day with a lot
of moisture in the air has ‘high humidity’. A day with very little water in the air has
‘low humidity’. On a hot, humid summer day, have you ever heard someone complain:
‘It’s not the heat, it’s the humidity’? That means that what makes us feel sticky and
uncomfortable on such a day isn’t so much the high temperature but instead the high
amount of water vapour in the air.

Going Up, Going Down
When it rains hard, puddles of water form on the ground.
When it stops raining and the sun starts to shine, what
happens to the puddles? Slowly, they get smaller, and then
they go away. Where does the water go? Well, some of it
evaporates. It turns to water vapour and goes up into the
air, just as steam rises from a pan of water that you heat
on the stove. But in nature, it’s the sun that heats the
water and turns it to vapour.
The water that doesn’t go up into the air soaks down
into the earth. It becomes groundwater, which is the name
for water found under the ground. When people drill a
well, they are drilling down to find the groundwater. Once
they dig deep enough to find this underground water,
they can put long pipes into the hole and then pump the
water up to use in their homes, schools or other places.

After it rains, what
happens to the puddles?
289
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Condensation and Precipitation
What happens to the water vapour in the air?
Some of it mixes with the air near the ground
and some of it rises high into the sky, way up
where the air is cooler. In this coolness, the
water vapour turns back into little droplets of
liquid water. When water vapour turns from
a gas back into a liquid, we say it condenses.
Here’s a way to see condensation happen.
Fill a glass with ice and water. Make sure the
outside of the glass stays nice and dry. Let it
sit for a little while, maybe five or ten
minutes. Pretty soon, the outside of the glass
will develop a thin coating of water. Feel it –
it’s wet. Now, where did that water come
from? Your glass didn’t leak. No, the water
came from the air. The ice water made the
glass cold, which made the air around the
glass cool, just like the air high up in the sky.
Then the water vapour in the air condensed –
it turned back into liquid – on the outside of
your glass.
Up in the sky, when water vapour
condenses into droplets of liquid, it forms
clouds. Yes indeed, even though they may
look like candyfloss, clouds are made of
billions of water droplets (or sometimes, if the
air is very cold, billions of tiny ice particles).
In the clouds, the water droplets bump against
each other. But instead of saying ‘excuse me’
and getting out of each other’s way, they join
and turn into bigger drops. When the drops
get heavy enough, they fall from the clouds –
it’s raining! Or, if it’s cold enough, instead of
rain, snow will fall. Snow is water frozen into
tiny crystals that fall as snowflakes.
290

Wispy, feathery clouds are cirrus [SIHrus] clouds. They form high in the sky
and are made of tiny ice crystals.

Big, puffy clouds are cumulus
[KYOOM-yuh-lus] clouds. They are
usually signs of fair weather.

When a dark layer of stratus
[STRAR-tus] clouds covers the sky,
it often means rain is on the way.
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On television, have you ever heard
the weather forecaster say something
like: ‘Tonight will be cloudy with a
chance of precipitation’? That means,
there’s a chance that water, in some
form, is going to fall from the sky.
Rain and snow are the most common
forms of precipitation, but there are
others, such as hail or sleet.

© University Corporation for Atmospheric Research

Putting It All Together: The Water Cycle
Every day water is
evaporating up into the
air and then condensing
and falling back to the
earth. We can draw all
these movements of
water as a great big circle,
called the water cycle.
Every day, water
evaporates from the
earth, especially from the
oceans and seas. As it
rises into the sky, the
water vapour condenses
into little droplets that
form clouds. When the
droplets get big enough,
then the water falls back
to the earth as some form
of precipitation. It fills
The water cycle
rivers, lakes and oceans,
and some of it soaks into the earth’s groundwater. From the rivers, lakes and oceans, water
evaporates and rises into the sky, and you know what happens next! at’s the never-ending
water cycle: on and on it goes, over and over again.
291
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Insects
Insects Everywhere!
How many insects can you name? Did you think of a fly that bothers you as it buzzes
around the room? Or a bee that floats from flower to flower collecting nectar to make into
honey? Or a mosquito that can bite you and make you itch? Or a butterfly with beautiful,
coloured wings?

Flies, bees, butterflies,
ants, ladybirds and stag
beetles are all insects.
Did you know that in the UK alone there are over 23,000 different kinds of insects?
But that’s just the beginning: around the world there are almost a million kinds of insects.
Most are smaller than one of your fingernails. Some are so small that you have to use a
microscope to see them. But some, like stag beetles, grow to seven centimetres long.
They are Britain’s largest beetle.
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If a mosquito bites you, you will
know that sometimes insects can be
harmful to people. Flies carry germs
that can spread diseases. Swarms of
locusts can destroy a farmer’s crops.
Tiny aphids can damage or kill
plants. Horseflies can give you a
painful bite and wasps a painful sting.

It’s lunchtime
for this mosquito,
who’s biting this
person’s arm.

But some insects can be very
Ladybirds munch
helpful to people. Ladybirds and
on some aphids.
wasps help us because they eat
aphids and other insects that harm crops. Bees make honey.
Bees and butterflies help flowers grow when they carry pollen
from one flower to another.

What Makes an Insect an Insect?
Hi there! I’m Edward the Ant. You can call me Eddie.
They’ve asked me to tell you what makes me an insect.
That’s simple. Like all insects, I’m witty, handsome, a
great dancer and... What’s that? Oh, you want to know the
scientific facts? Okay, no worries.

Do you
remember
singing the song
La Cucaracha
(that’s ‘cockroach’
in Spanish) in
Year 2?

I’m an ant, right? And a cricket’s a cricket, and a bee’s a bee.
But we’re all insects. Along with butterflies, grasshoppers and,
yes, even cockroaches. We’re all different in many ways, but
here’s what we have in common (though I just hate to think
about having anything in common with a cockroach – ugh!).
Let’s start with the legs. How many do you have? Only two?
How in the world do you manage with only two legs? You poor
creatures. Well, take a look at us insects. Every insect has six
legs, three on each side of its body. Count them and see.
Now let’s take a closer look at an insect body. A really strong,
handsome body – like mine, for example. Every insect, whether
it’s in your garden or in a jungle halfway around the world,
has three main body sections: the head, the thorax and
the abdomen.
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An insect’s head is a bit like yours, just not so hairy.
Like you, we have eyes and a mouth. And most of us
have antennae, or feelers. We use these to feel, taste
and smell things.

abdomen
thorax

legs

head
antennae

The middle part of an insect’s body is called the
thorax. That word comes from an old Greek word for
‘breastplate’. (How do I know that? Well, I read a
poem by the famous ancient Greek poet named
Homer at school.) On the thorax most insects have
wings. I don’t, but some of my fellow ants do.

From the head and the thorax, we move back to the hind part of an insect, called the
abdomen. You may already know that word because sometimes people use it to refer to
their tummy. For us insects, the abdomen is usually the largest of our body sections.
Where’s your skeleton? It’s inside your body,
of course! Well, we insects have skeletons too,
but our skeletons are outside our bodies. Every
insect has an exoskeleton – which means an
‘outside skeleton’. Your skeleton is made of
bones, but not mine. My exoskeleton is made of
a material called chitin [KITE-in]. It’s the
hardest part of my body. It’s like armour on a Greek soldier.

Do you remember
learning about our
human skeleton in
Year 2?

Inside the chitin, insect bodies are soft. Maybe you’ve noticed that if you’ve ever swatted
a fly. But yuck, I don’t want to think about that. Say – you’re not one of those children
who goes around stepping on ants, are you?
Good, I didn’t think so. So, let’s review. If it’s
an insect, you can be sure it has:
G

six legs

G

three main body sections (head, thorax
and abdomen)

G

and a hard exoskeleton

Hey, it’s been nice talking to you. Maybe
I’ll see you at your next picnic!
This picture shows a fly’s eyes, shown many times larger than their actual
size. A fly has eyes made up of many parts. These eyes, called compound
eyes, let the fly see all around. Maybe that’s why it’s so hard to swat a fly!
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Are They Insects?
Now you know some characteristics that
every insect shares: six legs, three body
sections and an exoskeleton. You might
think certain creatures are insects, although
scientists may not classify them that way.
Here are some creatures that might look like
insects but they’re not. Can you see why?
(Hint: Look closely at their bodies and count
their legs.)

Ticks, spiders and centipedes are not insects!

Read the story of
Arachne on page
76 who wove so
beautifully that she
was turned into a spider.

At first you might think that caterpillars
are not insects because they appear to have
more than six legs. But only the first three
pairs of legs are true legs, with joints. Further
back on their bodies, caterpillars have stubby
little bumps called prolegs, which help them
hold up and move their hind parts
but don’t count for telling if it is an insect.
So, caterpillars really are insects.
abdomen

thorax

This caterpillar
is an insect.

head

prolegs

true legs
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Insect Life Cycles
Nature does some amazing things. For example, who would think that from that a little,
crawling caterpillar would come a beautiful butterfly?
That’s a very big change! And there’s a very big word to describe this kind of change.
The word is metamorphosis [MET-uh-MORE-foh-sis]. It comes from a Greek word for
‘changing shape’.
Let’s take a closer look at the big change from a caterpillar to a butterfly.

The stages of caterpillar
changing into a butterfly.
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A female butterfly lays eggs. They look like tiny beads attached to the bark of a tree or
the underside of a leaf. When the eggs hatch, out comes – no, not a butterfly, not yet –
but a caterpillar. The caterpillar is the larva [LAHR-vuh], or the baby insect.
The caterpillar crawls up and down the stalks of plants, finding fresh, green leaves to
chew on. The caterpillar eats and eats – it’s like a little eating machine! – and it grows
longer and larger. When the caterpillar matures, it attaches itself to a leaf or twig. It makes
a tough, shiny covering that’s called a cocoon, and wraps itself completely inside the
cocoon. Now the larva has become a pupa [PYOO-puh].
From the outside, the pupa looks asleep. It looks as if nothing is happening. But inside,
the insect is still growing, and big changes are happening. When the pupa finally opens,
the adult insect comes out, but it doesn’t look like a caterpillar anymore! Now you can
tell it’s a butterfly. When it first comes out, the butterfly is weak, damp and crumpled.
Then slowly it spreads its wings. When the wings have dried, the butterfly is ready to fly
away and flutter from flower to flower to look for food.
So, in growing up, the butterfly has gone through these stages in its life:

egg → larva → pupa → adult
A Simpler Kind of Metamorphosis
Diﬀerent insects go through diﬀerent
kinds of metamorphosis. For some
insects, like butterflies and ants, when the
baby is born it doesn’t look anything like
the adult. As it grows, it goes through a
complete change of shape. But for other
insects, the baby can look like a little adult.
ese insects start small and get bigger,
but they don’t completely change shape.
For example, when baby grasshoppers
hatch from eggs, you can tell they’re
grasshoppers. ey just look smaller than
the adults. Each baby grasshopper has a
rounded head, straight wings and long
back legs. It eats whatever leaves and grass
it can find, until it’s about to burst.

The life cycle of a grasshopper
297
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And in a way, that’s what it does. The
grasshopper eats and grows until it gets so
big that its old exoskeleton splits open and
drops off, just like an old coat that doesn’t fit
anymore. Out climbs a bigger grasshopper.
When this happens, we say the grasshopper
has moulted, which means that it has shed an
old exoskeleton and is developing a new one.
Grasshoppers moult about five times as they
grow from newborn babies to adults.
This picture does not show two
insects, but just one dragonfly
moulting!

Social Insects
Have you ever seen an ant hill? Then you know that ants don’t live alone: they live and
work together with other ants. Ants live in groups and they depend on each other to
survive. We call ants ‘social insects’. Other social insects include bees, termites and wasps.
The word ‘social’ comes from the word ‘society’. A society is a group of beings that live
together and generally cooperate with each other to get things done. What other animals
do you know that live in a society? Human beings do! We cooperate with each other in
all sorts of ways – growing food, building houses, making clothes, teaching each other.
We are able to cooperate because we use language to communicate. Do ants speak? No,
but they can communicate, as you’ll see.

An Ant Colony
A group of ants living and working together is called an ant colony. If you find a few ants
in your house or at school, then there must be an ant colony somewhere close by. Ants
eat leaves, and they also like sweet things like syrup! If you find ants outside your home
or school, put a drop of golden syrup near the ants. You may have to wait an hour, or even
a day, but after a while, you will see a parade of ants walking to the drop, like soldiers
marching in single file. And another line of ants will be walking away from the golden
syrup, back to the colony, each one carrying a tiny droplet of syrup.
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How do the ants tell each other where the syrup is? They don’t use language like we do,
but their bodies communicate with chemicals. When the first ant found the syrup, it got
very excited. That excitement made its body lay down a tiny chemical trail to the food.
Other ants sensed that chemical signal, and they followed the trail to the syrup.
Ants cooperate in many other ways, too. They build complicated nests. They share the
work of taking care of the babies and young ants. When a special ant, called the queen,
lays the eggs, other ants called workers dig tunnels and help keep the eggs clean and warm.
When the eggs hatch, the worker ants gather food and help feed the larvae [LARV-eye]; it
means ‘more than one larva’]. Later, they help the growing ants break out of their cocoons.
In some colonies, other ants, called soldiers, protect the colony against insect enemies.

In a Beehive
Have you ever tasted sweet, golden honey? Do you know where honey comes from?
From the nests of honeybees!
Where do the honeybees get the honey?
They make it from the sweet liquid, called
nectar that they gather from hundreds of
flowers. In their home, called a beehive, the
bees feed the sweet honey to the young larvae.

Read the poem
‘Bee, I’m expecting
you’ on page 5.
Like
ants,
honeybees
can
communicate with each other by
giving off a chemical scent. But
honeybees can communicate in
another way, too. When a honeybee
finds a field of flowers with lots of
nectar, she can tell the other bees in
her hive where to find those flowers.
How? By doing a ‘waggle dance’!

Beekeepers make special beehives so
they can carefully remove some honey
that people can eat, but they always
leave some honey behind. They know
the bees need some honey to feed
the larvae so they will grow into adult
honeybees. Do you see the beekeeper’s
protective clothing?

She turns from side to side, flaps her
wings and buzzes. Her dancing
imitates how she flew to the flowers.
e other bees understand her message
and they fly to the flowers. One of the
most important things that bees do
is to take pollen from one flower and
put it on another. Pollination enables
the flower to make seeds.
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Honeybees are social insects.
There are many other kinds
of bees, and most of them
live alone: they are not
social insects.

When bees gather nectar from flowers,
they also gather a substance called
pollen. You can see pollen on this bee’s
legs, and all over the bee on page 292.
In a honeybee hive, there are three different
kinds of bees. Each hive has one queen bee. She
is female, and she grows bigger than the rest. Her
job is to lay all the eggs in the beehive. She is the
mother of every bee in the hive. In the spring
and summer, she can lay as many as hundreds
or even thousands of eggs in a single day!

The lines show the pattern
of a bee’s ‘waggle dance’.

In a hive, the queen is surrounded by many bees that are constantly feeding her and
cleaning her. These are the worker bees. Most of the bees in a hive are worker bees.

This honeycomb is made of beeswax and is
already partially full with honey – what busy bees!
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Worker bee

Drone bee

Queen bee

How do honeybees start a new
colony? First they make a new
queen. They pick a baby bee
and feed it only special food
called ‘royal jelly’, made from
pollen, honey and bee saliva.
When the baby queen grows up,
she flies away and many bees
follow her. When they find a
good place with lots of flowers,
they start building a new hive.
‘Royal jelly! Yummy!’

Have you ever been stung by a bee?
Ouch! Honeybees only sting to defend
themselves if they think you are trying to
hurt them or steal their honey. In fact, if
a honeybee stings you, it dies soon
afterward, because it leaves its sting and
part of its body behind.

They are female, but they do not lay eggs (only
the queen does that). The workers do a lot more
than take care of the queen. From their own
bodies they make a special wax that they use to
build the honeycombs. These amazing structures
have thousands of little six-sided compartments
in which the honey is stored. The honey is food
for each baby bee growing in one of the little
compartments! The workers help take care of
the larvae. They fly out from the hive and
find flowers with sweet nectar, so they can
make honey. Besides the one
queen bee and the many
worker bees, a honeybee hive
has many drone bees. The
drones are male.
Compared to the
female
worker
bees, drones seem
pretty lazy. They
do not gather
nectar or make
honey or help build
the hive. Their only
job is to mate with
the queen to help her
make more bees.
They are the
fathers of every
bee in the hive.
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The Human Body
Cells: The Building Blocks of Living Things
If you have a magnifying glass, look at the back of your hand through it. The hairs
look thicker and your skin looks like it has little hills and valleys. Now imagine
that you have a super-powerful magnifying glass, and you use it to look
at just one hair on your body. It makes the hair look almost like a
telegraph pole sticking up out of the ground. And when you look
even closer, you see that the hair is made up of many, many
little pieces. Each one of those little pieces is called a cell.
All living things are made up of cells. Cells are the
building blocks of all plants and animals. Every living
thing – a flower petal, a maple leaf, a blade of grass, a
worm, your body – is made up of cells.

A modern microscope

Through your imaginary, super-powerful magnifying
glass, you would be able to see that all living things are
made up of cells. Well, scientists actually have
super-powerful magnifying glasses called microscopes.
Microscopes help us see things that are much
too small to see just with our eyes. Thanks to
microscopes, we understand a lot about cells.

To find out about one of the first scientists to learn a lot with microscopes, read
about Antonj van Leeuwenhoek on page 320.

With a very powerful microscope, you can see what some cells look like:

Human blood cells
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Cells and Tissues, Organs and Systems
Cells develop into different shapes, depending on what part of a living thing they make
up and what job they perform. In your body, there are many different kinds of cells. Your
blood cells are very different from your hair cells, which are both different from your brain
cells, skin cells or bone cells.
A lot of cells of the same kind join together to form a tissue. No, this isn’t the kind of
tissue you use to blow your nose! This kind of tissue is a group of the same kinds of cells
that work together. These different tissues work together to form organs. Some of the
most important organs in your body are your brain, your heart and your lungs.
Some tissues and organs in your body work together like the members of a team. The
parts that work together are called a system. For example, your mouth, teeth, tongue,
stomach and intestines all work together to help you chew and digest your food. They’re
all important players on the team called the digestive system.
In Year 2, we learnt about some of the most important body systems: the skeletal system,
the muscular system, the circulatory system, the nervous system and the digestive system.
Now we’re going to learn more about the digestive system.

What Happens to the Food You Eat?
Do you remember the saying
‘An apple a day keeps the doctor away’?
Eating apples and other healthy foods helps you grow
stronger. But how? In order for your body to get
what it needs from an apple, it needs to digest it.
Digesting means breaking food down into little
pieces – so little you can’t see them with just your
eyes – so that your body can take those pieces and
use them for energy and for building its own cells,
tissues and organs.
Pretend you’re holding a big, crisp, juicy red apple.
e digestive process begins even before you take a bite.
Your eyes, your nose and your fingertips send signals
to your brain, and your brain sends a message to your
mouth and stomach: ‘Get ready, food is coming!’
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When you take a bite of the apple, your
tongue tastes the sweetness and tells your
brain, ‘Mmm, here’s something good and
sweet’. Then your brain sends an order to the
parts of your mouth called the salivary [salEYE-verree] glands: ‘Get to work!’ And they
jump to it by making a watery liquid called
saliva [suh-LIE-vuh]. You may just call it
‘spit’, but saliva is an important team player
in your digestive process. It helps make the
food you eat wet and soft, and it has
chemicals that help you digest your food.

incisors
canines
premolars
molars

Wash your hands with soap and water,
then look in a mirror and try to point
to and identify your different teeth.

On the surface of your tongue
there are many tiny taste buds.
Different taste buds taste different
flavours: sweet, salty, sour and
bitter. The taste buds send
messages to your brain, like
‘Yum, this apple is sweet and
delicious’ or ‘This twiglet is salty’
or ‘What a sour lemon!’ or ‘Ugh,
this is too bitter – spit it out!’

When you bite the apple, the piece
in your mouth is still too big to
swallow. So you chew it up. Your
teeth are important players on the
digestive team as well. They cut,
munch and crunch the food into
smaller and smaller pieces. Your front
eight teeth, four on the top and four
on the bottom, are called your
incisors. To incise means to cut.
Growing right next to your incisors
are four pointy teeth called your
canines [KAY-nines]. They tear the
food into pieces. By the way, ‘canine’
is an old Latin word for ‘dog’! Why do
you think your sharp, pointy teeth
are called ‘canines’?

After your incisors and canines bite and tear the apple, your tongue pushes the pieces
of food to the teeth in the back of your mouth. Your premolars have two bumps on them
that help crush the apple pieces. Your molars have flat tops for grinding the food into
pieces small enough to swallow.
Now that you’ve chewed enough, the apple pieces are small enough to swallow. Gulp!
Down they go. Go where? Down your throat, though a tube called the oesophagus
[e-SOF-ah-gus], and into your stomach.
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mouth

oesophagus
stomach
liver

small intestine
large intestine

These are some of the major organs
in your digestive system.
Maybe someone you know has had an
operation to take out their appendix. The
appendix is a little tube that grows where
the small intestine joins the large intestine.
Even though it’s there, it doesn’t really have
a job. Usually it doesn’t bother anyone, but
sometimes the appendix can get swollen and
infected. When that happens, a person has
to have an operation to have their appendix
removed. But it’s okay to take it out because
you don’t really need it.

Do you know where your
stomach is? Put your right hand to
the le of the centre of your body.
Feel your ribs. Your stomach is
inside there. Your stomach is a big
muscle designed to stir up the food
you eat. As it stirs, it adds liquids
and chemicals to help digest the
food. In your stomach, the bite of
apple you took no longer looks
anything like an apple. All the
grinding, stirring and chemicals
make it look like soup.
Now the food is almost small
enough for your body to use.
From your stomach the soupy
stuff moves to the intestines. Your
intestines are a long, coiled-up
tube that winds around inside
your tummy. If you stretched
them out, they would measure
much longer than you are tall. An
adult’s intestines are about eight
metres long! Most of the intestine
is like a narrow rope. This is called
the small intestine. The last part of
the tube is bigger. This is called
the large intestine. In your small
intestine, the soupy food is mixed
with more liquids and chemicals
that break down the food into
bits too small to see. The good
particles, called the nutrients
[NYOO-tree-uhnts], are then
absorbed into your blood. Your
blood carries the nutrients to all
the cells of your body.
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A Healthy Diet: The Food Pyramid
A pyramid is big at
the bottom and small
at the top, so the food
pyramid has the same
shape as the pyramids
of ancient Egypt!

The food pyramid

Your digestive system breaks down
food for your body. For your digestive
system to do a good job, you need
to give it good food to work with.
To be sure you’re eating enough
of the food that’s good for you, take
a look at this picture, called the
food pyramid.

The food pyramid is divided into four sections with different kinds of foods in each
section: the bigger the section, the more of that kind of food you should be eating.
Most of all you need to eat grains, like bread, cereal, rice and pasta. You also need to
eat plenty of fruits and vegetables. And you need to eat foods that give you proteins. These
foods include dairy products, like milk, cheese and yogurt. You also get protein from meat,
fish, eggs and nuts.
See how much smaller the section at the top of the pyramid is compared with all the
other sections? This smallest section includes fats, oils and sweets, which means we need
very little of these. In fact, if you are eating the foods shown in the bigger sections of the
food pyramid, you are already getting some fats and sugars. For example, if you eat a
sausage, you’re getting some protein, but you’re also eating a lot of fat, too. If you eat fried
foods like chips and fried chicken, you are eating a lot of fat along with the potatoes or
the chicken. That’s why the food pyramid says you should eat very few extra fats and
sweets. Fats and oils include things like mayonnaise, salad dressing and butter. Your body
needs some fats or oils, but just a little bit. Too much fat can do bad things, such as damage
your heart.
Does anybody not like sweets? They taste so good it’s hard to resist them. But be careful
not to eat too many sweets, like fizzy drinks, biscuits, cakes, lollies and ice cream. All these
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sweets are made with lots of sugar. Your body does need sugar for energy. But many of
the good foods in the food pyramid, such as fruit and bread, already give your body good,
natural sugar. To keep your body strong and healthy, it’s best not to eat many sweets or
drink a lot of fizzy drinks.

Vitamins and Minerals
You can’t see them, but vitamins and minerals are some of the important nutrients that
come to you in good foods, especially in vegetables and fruits. To be as healthy as you can
be, your body needs the right combination of vitamins and minerals every day. Without
enough vitamins and minerals, you could get very sick.
Vitamins are named with letters of the alphabet, and there are at least 13 that our bodies
need. Here are some of them:
G

Vitamin A helps the skin, tissues and eyes grow strong. You can get
plenty of vitamin A by eating carrots, sweet potatoes and other orange
vegetables, and by drinking milk.

G

There are eight different vitamins called vitamin B, each with its own
role in keeping your body healthy. Most come in meat, and many come
in vegetables as well.

G

Vitamin C helps cells grow strong, and it helps your body fight against
disease. You get plenty of vitamin C by eating oranges, tomatoes
and broccoli.

G

Vitamin D is important because it helps your teeth and bones
grow strong. Your skin absorbs some vitamin D from sunshine,
and you also get vitamin D from tuna, egg yolks and milk.

Besides vitamins, your body also needs minerals. Does that mean you have to eat rocks?
No, but the minerals your body needs are actually tiny amounts of the same minerals that
can be found in the earth. Your body only needs small amounts of these minerals, which
you can get from the right foods.
Your body needs iron to build blood
cells. When people don’t have enough
iron in their blood, they feel tired and
unwell. Foods with plenty of iron
include meat, green leafy vegetables, whole
grain cereals, raisins and dried beans.

You wouldn’t want
to eat diamonds and
quartz, the minerals we
saw in Year 2, would you?
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Calcium is a mineral that helps make your bones
and teeth strong, and helps your muscles work
hard. When people don’t have enough calcium,
their bones sometimes break easily. Foods with
lots of calcium include milk, yogurt, dried beans
and green leafy vegetables like lettuce.
Vegetables provide many important
vitamins and minerals.

Magnetism

We started learning about magnetism in
Year 1, and now we’ll learn much more.

That Special Magnetic
Attraction
Put some paper clips on a table. Bring a
magnet near them. What happens? The
clips almost seem alive as they jump up
to the magnet. That’s what it looks like,
but what really happens?
Remember that the magnet exerts a force of attraction on the paper clips. You can’t see
the force, but it’s there, and it’s strong enough to pull the paper clips up off the table once
the magnet moves close enough to them.
Will the magnet attract everything? For example, will it pull a shoelace or tissue or
plastic comb toward it?
No. The shoelace, tissue and comb are not made of iron. But the paper clip is made of
steel, a metal that has iron in it. Magnets attract things made of iron. But magnets do not
attract copper or aluminium. Bring a magnet close to some aluminium foil and you’ll see.

Experiment with Magnetism
Pennies and 2p coins were made of copper until 1992. New coins are
mostly steel with a thin copper coating. Which coins will the magnet
attract? Try it out at home!
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Many magnets that we use today
have been manufactured out of metals
containing iron. People make some
magnets, but others occur in nature.
ey can be found in stones in the earth
called lodestones. Lodestones are special
pieces of iron ore that act just like the
magnets we make. Lodestones are the
first magnets that were ever found.
Magnetism is a force all around us.
You can’t see it, but you can see the
way it acts in the world. People use
magnetic force every day, whether it’s
to attach a note to the refrigerator or
lift an old, wrecked car at a scrapyard.
Magnets work around the home in
doorbells, cupboards, headphones,
speakers and telephones. Some
restaurants put a ring of magnets
around the bins to stop staﬀ from
accidentally throwing away the cutlery
with the waste food.

Magnets come
in many shapes
and sizes. The
horseshoe magnet
and bar magnet
are common.

Have you ridden on a train? Maybe
you’ve looked at a ticket. The ticket
uses magnetic material to store
information about where you can get
off. That’s why you should never put
a magnet near a train ticket, because
it could wipe off the information
stored on your ticket.

Magnetic Poles
Here’s an experiment you can do with two bar magnets. Put the two bar magnets on a table.
Bring an end of one of the magnets toward an end of the other. What happens? Do they pull
together or push apart?
Now turn just one of the magnets around, and bring the ends together. What happens
now? If your magnets pulled together the first time, then this time they will push apart. If
your magnets pushed apart the first time, then this time they will pull together.
Why? To find out, let’s look at a bar magnet and its magnetic field. Even though you
can’t see the forces coming from that magnet, the little lines show them in the picture on
the next page. The lines show what’s called the magnetic field, which is present in the
space around the magnet and where the magnetic force can be felt. If you put a paper clip
inside the magnetic field, the magnet will attract the clip.
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In the picture, can you see where the
magnetic force is strongest? It’s strongest at
the two ends of the magnet (where the dotted
lines are close together). We call those two
ends where the magnetic force is strongest
the magnetic poles.
Even though the poles of a magnet
may look the same, they are different. We
need names for these two poles so we can tell
them apart. We call one pole ‘north’ and the
other ‘south’.

The dotted lines show
the magnetic field.

Why are the poles called north and south? For the answer, try this. Take a bar magnet
and tie a string around its middle so it balances when you hold it by the string. Tape the
other end of the string to something, such as a table, so that the magnet can hang and
move freely. Watch what it does when you let it go.
The bar magnet will turn around until it settles in one direction. Notice something in
the room that one pole (one end of the magnet) is pointing to, for example, a nearby lamp
or picture. Put a little sticker on the end pointing to the lamp or whatever you’ve chosen.
Then gently twirl the magnet. When it stops again, what happens? The pole with the
sticker is pointing in exactly the same direction, isn’t it?
If you kept doing this experiment with every bar magnet you could find, every one of
them would point to the same direction. That’s because your magnets are finding the
forces of magnetic attraction that
exist in nature. They are being
pulled by great fields of magnetic
attraction that surround the earth.
That’s right, the earth is like a
great big magnet! The magnetic
fields surrounding the earth are
strongest very near the North Pole
and the South Pole. So, one end of
your magnet is pointing north and
the other is pointing south. And
that’s why the poles of your
magnet are called north and south.
You can try this experiment with a bar magnet.
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Ask an adult to help you to work out if the sticker end of your magnet is pointing north
or south. Once you know that, you can label one end of your magnet north and the other
end south.
Now that you know that magnets have different poles, let’s go back and think about
what happened when you brought the
ends of two bar magnets together.
Once they pulled towards each other,
but once they pushed apart. They were
following a rule of magnetic force
that says:

unlike poles attract
but like poles repel.
‘Repel’ means ‘push away’.
The north pole of a magnet
pulls or attracts the south pole
of another magnet. But if you bring
two north poles together, or two south
poles together, they repel each
other – they push apart.
Try it!

Using a Compass
You know that we use magnets in many ways. One of
the most useful things a magnet can do is tell us what
direction we’re going – north, south, east or west. When
a magnet is used in this way, we call it a compass.
Compasses help sailors find their way at sea.
They help ramblers find their way through forests.
They can help you find your way, too.

You learnt the points
of the compass in Year
1, and now you know
how a compass works.

If you did the experiment of tying a bar magnet to a string, you made a kind of compass.
Most compasses have a small magnet in the shape of an arrow, called a needle. is
magnetised needle can spin around. When it stops spinning, the needle always points north.
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Take a compass and turn it around. You’ll
see that the needle always points the same
way – north. But what if you want to go east?
How would you use the compass to do that?
First, face in the direction of the needle –
north. So, what direction is behind you?
That’s right, south. Which way is east? Is it
to your right or your left? East is to your
right, and west is to your left.
That’s the way maps work, remember?
The top is north, the bottom is south, the
right is east, the left is west. (‘Left’ and ‘west’
sound alike, remember?)

A compass. The red needle is
pointing north, and the arrow
shows that the mountaintop
is south-east of the walker.

So, if you need to go east, what do you do?
Your compass needle points north. East is to
the right of where the needle points. So, you
can go east by turning yourself until the
needle is pointing to your left. Then you
march straight ahead, always keeping the
needle pointed to your left.

Simple Machines
Tools and Machines
The world we live in today depends on
many tools. With tools, we build and dig,
we lift and cut, we grip and carry. What
tools can you name? Did you think of a
hammer, screwdriver or pliers? What’s a
hammer for? To whack in a nail. What’s
a screwdriver for? To twist a screw. What
are pliers for? To grip and pull. With the
right tool, you can do a lot more than you
can with just your hands alone.
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We use tools to help us do things; we also use machines. When you hear the word
‘machine’, you may think of something like a sewing machine, or a washing machine, or
a bulldozer. Those are one kind of machine, but there’s another. We call this other kind
simple machines. They make a lot of work easier for us to do. Let’s learn about some of
the simple machines that help people every day.

Levers
The simple machine called a lever is so simple you might
not even think it’s a machine. But like other machines,
levers help us do work. Levers can help you lift
things. You use a lever when you use the claw of
a hammer to pull a nail out of a board. You also
use a lever when you use an old screwdriver
to prise open the lid of a tin of paint.
When you push down on one end of the
screwdriver, the other end is forced up,
A screwdriver acts as a lever when
which brings the lid up, too.
you use it to prise open a paint tin.
Take a look at the picture here. This girl had gone for a walk
and she found a big rock. She wanted to see what was under
it, but it was much too big and heavy for her to lift. So she
found a strong stick and a little rock nearby. She pushed one
end of the stick under the big rock. Then she supported the
stick on the little rock. Clever! She’s used the stick as a lever.
When she pushed down, then the big rock moved up. With
a lever, she can lift something that she could not li just
with her hands.

The big stick acts as a lever, and helps the girl lift the rock.
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Wheels
There’s something missing in this picture.
You’d have a very hard time pulling your friends in this cart, because the
wheels are missing!
The wheel is a simple machine that
makes work easier. Wheels turn, and
they help us move things. If you have
a cart or a toy car or truck, you can
see that wheels turn around on
something. A wheel turns around
on an axle, which is like
a stick stuck through
the middle of a wheel.
An axle can join two wheels
together. If you have a cart or toy car,
look at how the axle joins the wheels.

One gear
turns another.
Do you see how gears work
in the picture? When the
big gear turns anti-clockwise,
the small gear turns clockwise.
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A gear is a wheel with teeth. The
teeth on gears fit together so that one
gear can turn another. The gears on a
bicycle are connected by a chain.
When you pedal, you turn the big
gear by moving your feet, which
makes the chain move, which makes
the gears behind go around, which
makes the bicycle start moving.
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Friction
Imagine that you’re riding a bike. You’re pedalling hard
and the wheels are turning quickly. You see a STOP sign
ahead, so you put on the brakes. The brakes press
against the wheels and stop them from turning.
When the brakes press against the wheels, they
cause friction. When two surfaces rub against each
other, you get friction. You can feel friction. Quickly
rub the palms of your hands together, back and forth.
Keep rubbing and what do you feel? Heat! This heat is
produced by the friction caused when the surfaces of your hands rubbed
against each other.
Sometimes friction can be a good thing, such as when you use your
brakes to stop a bike, or when you use a rubber on paper to remove a
mistake. But sometimes you don’t want friction. For example, have you
ever started riding a bike and heard a squeaking sound? That squeaking
can happen when there’s too much friction. What do you do then? You
can put a few drops of oil between the wheel and axle. The oil is slippery
and lubricates surfaces: it cuts down the friction between them.
You can feel how lubrication works. First, rub your hands together.
Now, put a few drops of liquid soap in your hands, then rub them
together again. Do you feel how the soap lubricates your hands and cuts
down the friction between them?

Pulleys
With wheels and ropes you can make another simple machine
called a pulley. The name, pulley, says what it helps you do – pull.
If you’ve ever pulled on a cord to raise some blinds on a window,
then you’ve used a pulley. When you pulled the cord down, the
blind went up – that’s because a pulley changes the direction of a
pull. If you see a flagpole or a sailing boat, take a close look at it:
does it use pulleys to help you raise and lower the flag or sail?
Can you lift 10 kilograms? That’s pretty heavy, but this boy can
lift that much – he’s using a pulley to help him! Pulleys work for
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A pulley helps you lift.

us every day. Recovery vehicles use pulleys when they li
cars. Lifts use pulleys to carry people up and down. With
several pulleys together, you can lift some very heavy
things. Cranes use pulleys to lift huge beams to build a city’s
tall buildings.

Inclined Planes
Imagine you’re pushing a heavy load in a
wheelbarrow – maybe your sister and
your dog (be careful, now!), or a pile of
rubble you’ve collected. You come to a
kerb, and you can see that it’s going to be
hard to push your loaded wheelbarrow
up that kerb. How can you get the
wheelbarrow up the kerb easily? Luckily,
you see a wooden plank nearby. You
place it so that your wheelbarrow can
roll right up the plank and over the kerb. There, that was easier!
When you used that plank, you made a simple machine called an inclined plane.
‘Inclined’ means slanted or leaning. A plane is a flat surface. When you pushed your
wheelbarrow up the plank, the inclined plane helped spread out the work of lifting the
loaded wheelbarrow over the kerb.
Did you know that a wheelbarrow is also a machine? It is a lever attached to a wheel and
axle. e handles are a lever to help you li the load. e wheel lets you roll the load once
you have lied it. Rolling a wheelbarrow up the plank is three machines working together.
People in wheelchairs also use inclined planes – ramps. Ramps
make it possible for people in wheelchairs and for people with
baby buggies to get in and out of buildings, and to roll smoothly on
or off a pavement. Look for
these inclined planes at the
Learn more about planes on page 268.
buildings near where you live.

Wedges
Have you ever used a V-shaped simple machine called a wedge? You can use a wedge to
hold something tight. If you slide a wedge under a door, it will hold the door tightly in
place. Wedges also help to hold a plane’s wheels in place to make sure it does not roll.
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These wedges keep the
plane’s wheels in place.

A wedge can also be used
to split things apart. To split
a log, you can use a wedge
made of metal. You
hammer the wedge into the
log until the log splits apart.
Take a look at the
picture: as you hammer
the wedge in from the top,
it splits apart the wood
from side to side.
This wedge
What’s the name of the
helps split the log.
tool that has a sharp metal
wedge attached to a handle? It’s an axe, or a hatchet.
Thousands of years ago, people made hatchets with sticks
for handles and stones for blades. Today, we make the
blades out of steel. Whether it’s an ancient hatchet made
of stone or a brand-new axe made of steel, the basic tool is
the same: a wedge on a handle.
This axe’s wedge-shape helps the boy split the log.

The last simple machine we’re going to learn about is the screw.
Take a look at the kind of screw you can use to hold pieces
of wood together. Do you see the slanted ridges going up
and down this screw? Those ridges, which are called the
A screw
‘thread’, are really one long inclined plane.
To see how a screw is an inclined plane, try this. On a sheet of paper, draw
a triangle like the one below. Make the bottom about 16 centimetres long,
and the short side about 8 centimetres high. Use a coloured pencil or
marker to draw the long slanted side.
You have drawn the edge of an inclined plane. Now, cut it
out and wrap it around a pencil. Do you see how the
coloured line you drew looks like the thread of a
screw? This shows how an inclined plane
16 centimetres
curves up and up on a screw.

8 centimetres

Screws
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When you turn a screw
with a screwdriver, the
thread bites into the wood
and pulls the screw a little bit
further in. It’s a lot easier
than trying to push the
screw straight in!
A big earth auger also
works as a screw. You can
use it to dig holes in the
ground. As you twist it
down into the earth, it pulls
soil up and makes a hole.

A screwdriver

An earth auger at work

Stories About Scientists
Aristotle
In the History and Geography chapter you were introduced to Aristotle, a great
philosopher and scientist who lived in ancient Greece. A philosopher is someone who
asks questions about why people do things and why we think certain things are true.
Aristotle’s father was a doctor. He taught Aristotle about the life cycle and the human
body, which you have just been learning about. Aristotle travelled around ancient Greece
with his father and looked after people who were ill. He started to learn how to become
a doctor.
Sadly, when Aristotle was still young, his father died. Aristotle then lived with his uncle
who taught him poetry and other things. When Aristotle was 17, he began studying
philosophy with an older philosopher, Plato, at Plato’s school in Athens. Aristotle enjoyed
learning about philosophy so much that he even became a teacher! He enjoyed asking
questions about life and people.
Aristotle’s father and uncle both taught him different things that helped him to become
a great philosopher, writer and scientist. In ancient Greece, philosophers and scientists
were very similar as they both tried to explain why things happened.
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One of Aristotle’s students
was Alexander the Great.
Learn about him on page 157.

Aristotle believed in
watching and measuring
things to find out about
them. He made a system of
organising things into lists.
is is a bit like the sorting
and pattern-making we did
in maths in Year 1 and
Year 2. For example,
we know that Labradors
are dogs, and we know
that dogs are animals.
erefore we also know
that Labradors are animals.
Aristotle made groups and
lists for lots of diﬀerent
types of living things.

Since Aristotle liked sorting things and using a set process for working through his
experiments, he created something called the ‘scientific method’ which you might use
when you do investigations in science. His ‘scientific method’ starts with finding a
problem, thinking of an answer, then testing out the answer to see if it is right or wrong.
Because Aristotle was the first person to investigate things in this way, he is sometimes
called the ‘Father of Science’.

Archimedes
Archimedes was born on the island of Sicily a
very long time ago, in about 287 B.C. He lived in
the town of Syracuse where he solved lots of
scientific puzzles.
One puzzle was how to get water out of leaky
ships. e answer Archimedes came up with was
to make a machine. He put a large screw inside a
sloping cylinder and turned it with a handle down
the middle. e screw pushed the water up the
cylinder whenever someone turned the handle.
e cylinder stopped the water spilling oﬀ the
sides. Archimedes could make water go uphill!

An Archimedes Screw
in use today
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Archimedes had many other ideas. Hiero, the king of Syracuse, wanted to know how big
his crown was. He needed to know the volume. e crown was a funny shape, with too many
sides and corners and holes to work out all the measurements with a ruler. Archimedes
thought and thought but he couldn’t find an answer. He went to the bath-house for a bath.
Only the very rich had baths at home then. As Archimedes climbed in, the water rose up
and poured over the edge of the bathtub. How much water poured out? e same volume
as the volume of Archimedes that was in the bathtub. He wriggled down a bit further and a
bit more water overflowed.
This was too exciting. He didn’t have to
measure the crown. He could measure the
water that overflowed from a big bowl when
he put the crown in it. ‘I’ve got it!’ he shouted,
except he spoke Greek so he shouted ‘Eureka!’ instead, which
was their word for the same thing. He knew he mustn’t forget
the idea before he could write it down.
So he jumped straight out of
the bath, not even stopping to put
his clothes on. He ran all the way home
through the streets of Syracuse, still shouting
‘Eureka! Eureka!’

Antonj van Leeuwenhoek
Cells, bacteria, plankton – these are just a few
of the things that you learn about in science
but that you can’t see. Even though we can’t
see these things, we know they exist. Why?
Because scientists have seen them – not with
their eyes alone, but through a microscope.
Have you ever looked through a microscope?
If you haven’t, maybe you’ve looked through
a magnifying glass or examined the photos
taken using a microscope on page 302. Most
microscopes use specially made pieces of
glass, called lenses, to magnify things. Do you
know what it means to ‘magnify’? It means
to make something appear bigger.
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One of the first people to explore the
world of tiny things we can’t see with our
Discover more about the
eyes alone was Antonj van Leeuwenhoek
Netherlands on page 108.
[AN-tonn-ee fon LAY-vun-hook]. He
was born in Delft, a town in the
Netherlands, in 1632. (Can you find the Netherlands on
a map?) Delft was also home to the artist Jan Vermeer,
whom we learnt about in Year 2. Delft is a seaport and
van Leeuwenhoek made his living as a merchant. He also
liked finding things out. When he read a book about
microscopes, he wanted to try observing things for
himself. He found a quick way of making lenses from
tiny, clear glass marbles that could make things look
hundreds of times bigger. The smaller the marble, the
bigger things looked through it. Then he built metal
frames for holding everything steady.
To try van Leeuwenhoek’s experiment yourself, visit the Science Activity
section of our website at www.coreknowledge.org.uk/science.php
Van Leeuwenhoek looked at a drop of blood through a microscope and could see it
clearly enough to describe the round, dented cells within. He put a drop of dirty water
under a lens. What do you think he saw? He saw a swarm of tiny, squirming, squiggly
shapes. There were living creatures in the water! He scraped some plaque from his own
teeth and put it under a lens, and he saw more squirmy, squiggling shapes. There were
tiny creatures living in his own mouth!
He called these little creatures ‘animalcules’. Scientists today would call them microorganisms. (‘Micro’ means small, and an organism is a living thing, so a micro-organism
is a small living thing – not small like a beetle or kitten, but really small, too small to see
with your eyes alone.)
Van Leeuwenhoek built many microscopes. Word got around about the amazing things
you could see through them. He shared his observations with leading scientists in
London’s Royal Society. Even Tsar Peter the Great of Russia came to look through his
lenses. But he never told anyone how he had made the lenses and it was many years before
anyone else discovered his secret.
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The Curie Family
The Curies were a family of scientists.
Pierre, the father, and his brother Jacques
made a special machine that could
measure electricity. Do you remember
making a circuit with crocodile clips and
a light bulb? It was like this experiment
but their machine could measure very,
very tiny amounts of electricity.
Try the experiment using a
light bulb and crocodile
clips in the Year 2 book.
Marie and Pierre Curie at work in their laboratory
Marie Curie, the mother, was born in
Poland but she went to France to learn more
about science. Both of her parents were
teachers, so she had to work hard! When she
went to university in 1891 there were not
very many women there, only 23 who were
learning about science. There were over a
thousand men. It was quite unusual for a
woman to study science.
Marie met Pierre Curie at her university.
He was learning about science too. Marie
used the machine that Jacques and Pierre
invented to do some of her own experiments.
She made an amazing discovery! She
experimented with a kind of invisible energy
called ‘radiation’ and discovered two new
Artists painted this mural at Marie Curie’s birthplace in Warsaw in 2001.
It celebrates the 100th anniversary of her second Nobel Prize, which
she earned for her discoveries of polonium and radium.
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elements which are like ingredients for everything that exists. She called these elements
‘radium’ which is like the word radiation and ‘polonium’ because Marie still loved the
country she was born in, Poland. Some of her experiments even glowed in the dark!
Unfortunately, Marie and Pierre did not realise that radiation could be dangerous and
was making them ill. Now scientists protect themselves with special clothes and equipment
when they use radium or polonium.
Radium helped doctors in hospitals to treat people who were suffering from cancer.
Marie’s discoveries also helped doctors perform X-rays on soldiers who had been hurt in
World War One. Marie and her husband Pierre won a special prize for science called the
Nobel Prize. In fact Marie won the prize twice! Their daughter Irene, who was also a
scientist, won the prize some years later. Marie died of an illness called leukaemia which
she most probably got from being too close to those dangerous elements. The Curie
family’s scientific discoveries have helped doctors treat thousands of people in hospitals
all over the world.

Suggested Resources
The Cycle of Life and the Seasons
The Science Behind Growth by Chris Oxlade (Raintree) 2013
The First Flower: How Pollination Works and Why Insects are So Important by R.
Beaumont-Parkinson (AuthorHouse) 2009
How Does it Grow: Butterfly by Jinny Johnson (Franklin Watts) 2009
Caterpillars and Butterflies by Stephanie Turnbull (Usborne) 2006
Wildfowl & Wetlands Trust (WWT) website: www.wwt.org.uk, where you can watch
animals and birds on webcams

Weather: The Water Cycle and More
Drought (Wild Weather series) by Catherine Chambers (Heinemann) 2008
How The Weather Works by Christiane Dorion and Beverley Young (Templar) 2011
Our World of Water by Beatrice Hollyer (Frances Lincoln) 2009
Clouds (Watching the Weather series) by Elizabeth Miles (Heinemann) 2005
Rain (Watching the Weather series) by Elizabeth Miles (Heinemann) 2005
Where Do Puddles Go? by Fay Robinson (Turtleback Books) 2001
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Insects
1001 Bugs to Spot (Usborne 1001 Things to Spot series) by Emma Helborough (Usborne)
2009
Amazing Insects by Laurence Mound (Knopf) 1993
Microlife that Lives in the Soil by Steve Parker (Raintree) 2006
Where to Find Minibeasts series by Sarah Ridley (Franklin Watts) 2011
Bugs and Insects (Usborne Spotter’s Guide) by Anthony Wootton (Usborne) 2006

The Human Body
Cells and Tissues by Leslie Jean LeMaster (Children’s Press) 1985
Health and Growth (Start-Up Science) by Claire Llewellyn (Evans Brothers) 2004
What Happens to a Hamburger by Paul Showers (HarperCollins) 2001

Magnetism
Experiments with Magnets by Helen J. Challand (Children’s Press) 1986
Now You Know Science: Magnet Magic by Terry Jennings (Franklin Watts) 2009
All About Magnets by Stephen Krensky (Scholastic) 1993

Simple Machines
Simple Machines by Anne Horvatic (Dutton) 1989
Very Useful Machines: Pulleys by Chris Oxlade (Heinemann) 2004
Simple Technology: Wheels and Cogs by Mandy Suhr (Wayland) 2009
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